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there was no assurance, save his personal feeling about
them, that the findings of the Committee would become
the basis of Cabinet action when they were made.
The Committee on Civil Research was replaced in
1929 by the Economic Advisory Committee—a device
of Mr. Ramsay MacDonald. This body, of which the
Prime Minister was nominally Chairman, was given a
definite body of members, chosen by the Prime Minister,
and provided with a small but permanent secretariat.
The members consisted of eminent business men and
trade unionists, like Sir Josiah Stamp, Sir Walter Citrine
and Mr, Bevin, economists like Professor Pigou and Mr*
G. p. H. Cole. It worked in two ways. Some problems
were referred to it as a whole; others were referred to
sub-committees which drew upon  advisory panels of
experts who were not necessarily members of the full
Committee itself. The Committee made a number of
reports; and some of the work of its sub-committees is
said to have been of high value. But after 1931 it fell
into semi-obsolescence; and in recent years there does not
appear to have been any effective revival of its activities.
It is,  I  think,  clear that  the  Economic Advisory
Council was ill-conceived for the purposes Mr. Mac-
Donald had in view. It was futile to expect a large mixed
body to arrive at agreed conclusions upon large general
issues about the very premisses of which they were not
agreed. It was a mistake,  further,  to superimpose a
general advisory body of this kind, tharged with no
administrative responsibility for its findings, upon a civil
service which was, in a number of departments, already
duplicating its work. No proper organic relation was ever
established between the Council and its committees; and
none was established, either, between the Council and
the departments. It was, in fact, no more than a per-
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